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New .Constitution Faces Uphill Battle;
Council Divides on Sheedy~Selzer Issue
. bJ GARY REID

In a dramatic break with Burke, doesn't want a change says this. But it
Council Vice President Pank Goulet might take 1S years. I'm not going to
rose to his feet at the opposite side of wait."
the floor to lead the counter-attack.
"I don't like the taste of somebody
"I don't want to start an indictment putting 'free' on this," Watson told
of ourselves," Goule.t began. "But the another critic, "but I think it's the lesser
reason the blacks don't come here lies of two evils."
not in the numbers. They don't come
Council
adjourned
shortly
here because they think we aren't going thereafter leaving a secondary
to do anything."
amendment on the floor which would
Meanwhile, council members,
"The problem lies with each make Dorm and Commuter Council
divided along razor-sharp lines for and representative. A black councilman Presidents voting members of student
against the plan, have pulled all stops in only· informs council. Council can be government. The proceedings will pick
preparation for Wednesday evening's informed now. But Whitey can't up at this point Wednesday, at five
Hnlors recently
national reeopition In Woodrow Wilson Scholarsecond-inning session.
ship competition. The nine are (1. to r.): David G. Dube (Chern.). Robert J.
understand. That's the problem and o'clock.
Collins (En&.), Ralph E. Watson (Chern.), Eric J. Hil&eford (Rio.), Nicholas M.
The key point of contention is juggling numbers won't help."
The special session convened at
Russo (Classics), John P. Schuster (En&.), Joel J. Berberich (Rio.), Jerome C.
significant - ·minority versus
Together
with
Constitution
10:30 a.m., Saturday, to consider the Randolph (Poll. Sci.). Mluin1 for this picture wa~ William J. Cummins
proportional representation.
Committee Chairman Mike Cooney
newly-proposed constitution, released (Classics). Berberich and Cummins were named scholarship desi&nates.
Commuter Council Chairman Jack and Council Parliamentarian Mike by council's Constitution Committee .
Selzer and Senior Representative Tom Curro, Goulet argued that council Thursday afternoon. Committee .
Sheedy, co-sponsors of the plan, argue cannot legislate a change in attitudes.
that societal racism and Xavier's white- They saw in the Selzer-Sheedy Plan ~!~!~an Mike Cooney submitted the
male-supremacy must be dealt with dangers of increasing alienation and of
Almost immediately council
effectively and immediately.
institutionalizing racism.
snagged on the complex distinction
"I have a dream," Sheedy told
"Are we catering to racism and un- between de jure and de facto, "by law"
council, "That dream is to see the Christian views?" asked Cooney.
and "in fact" - the same distinction
Xavier University study body pick the
"You can't legislate morality," black which simultaneously was keeping alive
by DAN .COSTELLO
best persons to represent the views of council member Ralph Watson school desegregation debate in
the student body."
Nine Xavier students, nominated by the faculty, have been
answered Cooney. "Anybody that Washington.
Article One, Section Three of the declared winners in the national Woodrow Wilson Scholarship
proposed constitution read in its competition. Seniors Joel Berberich (Physiology) and William J.
original draft: "The Xavier University Cummins (Philosophy).have been honored as Designates.
Student Government derives its powers
·from the students of Xavier University."
Xavier students who achieved thCH students, desi&nated as "the best
"De jure," explained Student Body Honorable Mention status were: future collt~e teachers on the
President Tim Burke, "this may not be Robert J. Collins (English), David G. continent."
Dube (Chemistry), Eric J. Hilgeford
so."
The graduate deans will receive also
But, he told critics of the plank, de (Biology), Jerome G. Randolph a list of those persons who obtained
facto to the student body is the source (Politica! Science), Nicholas M. Russo Honorable Mention classification.
(Classics), John P. Schuster (English),
of student power.
·and Ralph E. Watson (Physical
Xavier students compared well with
When, however, Burke offered to Chemistry).
other schools in this annual
introduce amendments recognizing the
A Jist of the· Desi&nates has been competition, as evident from the chart
President of the University or the
administration as the indirect source of Hnt to all &raduate school deans in the below. Xavier topped the list of all
student
government's
powers, United States and Canada with the schools in the Cincinnati area, and also
leadership in the debate pro-"student recommendation that the &raduate topped the list of all Catholic schools in
power" shifted to council's influential schools make fellowship awards to both Ohio and Michigan.
senior and junior members, Tom
Total
Honorable Mention
University
Desicnates
Sheedy and Mar" Thiron.
9
7
XAVIER
UNIVERSITY
(Continued
on
page
3)
2
s....,, Seltl.- welab crltkllla oftiMir contronnlal plan.
'3
2
U. of Cincinnati
I
I
0
U. of Dayton
I
..We are aimina for the day when a
0
0
0
Bowling Green
black and a co-ed have an equal chance
I
I
0
Clevelan!f State
to be elected."
3
2
U. of Detroit
I
..For the present," he explained, "we
9
3
6
Antioch College
arc tryins to make de jure what we hope
I
I
0
Miami U.
someday will be de fado."
3
2
I
Kent State
0
0
0
John Carroll
..Which should we do," asked BY DAN COSTELLO
International Affairs sponsored by the
0
0
0
Selzer, ..chanp attitudes now or wait
St.
Joseph
Mt.
Secretary of the Treasury David M. Cincinnati Council on World Affairs,
untillater'l" ·
7
II
4
Ohio State
Kennedy said Friday that the Xavie~ University, and the University
2
2
OhioU.
0
importance of solving domestic of Cincinnati, Secretary Kennedy
0
0
0
Our Lady of Cincinnati
Leadina the attack on the plan, problems must not be overshadowed by delivered a message from President
3
3
0
Ohio Wesleyan
·Junior Claaa President Mike O'Connell foreisn assistance.
Nixon.
0
0
0
U. of Toledo
branded it ,.a rather near-sighted view."
..In discussing the assistance aspect
Kennedy also said that the shift in
I
3
2
Wooster
While the alternative to the of the international economy, 1 do not foreisn assistance, from the traditional
principle or immediate compensation is mean to overlook the importance of doctrine· of nation-to-nation to the
..a noble idea," it is also the only real
solving .our problems at home," burgeoning concept of multilateral
-.solution, O'Connell asserted. ,.We need Kennedy said.
assistance through international
to develop a new student and a new
institutions will · continue. This will
..To tie effective abroad, we must be include other donor countries, such as
leader. This plan is a roadblock . to
effective at hoine.· We must continue Japan, West Germany, and 'Great
. prosreu."
..The black man can't have any say ouf efforts to control inflation. We Britain, besides the United States. In
must not slacken, now thanhe goal of ·addition, this multilateral assistance
the United States today," countered
~lternate plans.
an uilinflated economy growing at a will provide for the installation of a By JOHN DOROCAK
Student Body President Tim Burke,
limit upon each donor to give aid only
Student Council's Bar- Committee
sustainable rate is in sight.
Dr. Joseph Link proposed to build
"becauSe of racism there, and the black
recommended immediate beer a bar at the corner of Dana and
"We must press our efforts to clean according to his ability, for the pooling
student at Xavier doesn't have a say
our 1 air, restore our waterways and and expertise of knowledge, and for the service in the Grill and a bar or Ledgewood Avenues, at the site of the
becawie or the racism here now."
provide the open spaces our crowded freedom· of foreign assistance from . ratskeller on or near campus by 1971.
existing Fraternity House, a ratskellar
society needs.
political ties.
___ .
These were the key proposals in the downstairs with a "Duffs" atmosphere,
With this, Burke launched into an
"Our. objective is clear," Kennedy voluminous report submitte-d to and an elaborate upstairs over-twenty"We must move ahead on efforts to
empassioned plea for the plan.
said.
"The United States should give as Student Council last week. Five one bar. A committee, primarily of
remodel our welfare system so that the
"~t Xavier," he contended, ..the
production incentive is restored to all much good quality aid as possible and proposals highlighted the report, students, would decide on the
elitist (ulhig class is the white male
encourage other donors to do the same, "Xavier University Ratskellar," chaired appropriation of profits after monthly
our people.
dorm student. What this plan does," he
since developing countries can by frosh class president Chris Markey. payment of operation and part of Dr.
"We must mind our busine~s in such effectively use amounts substantially in. The committe'! urged, "The first thing
continued, "is insure the elimination of
Link's original investment. Parking
a way, paying for our demands as we excess of what they are receiving."
institutional racism." · ·
to be done is, obviously, to move as would be available across the street in
go, that we will continue to be the
Earlier in the afternoon, there were quickly as possible in. the direction of the Coca-Cola lot. However, spot
"This is a very significant break with
inspiration for those who need three panel discussions regarding "The .getting beer in the Grill." This decision zoning of the lot for this tavern may
traditional American government,"
development assistance."
United
States,
The
Atlantic was presented as an expediant to present difficulties.
Burke pointed out. "This is· a
s~~k.i'18 ~t. a ~!nner ~~i!Jla~ing the ~~rnmunity, .and the. Building .of tl\e_ .provide .temporarY. service :On. campus... , The second prominent proposal, as
revolutionary measure." He urged
16th · annuar ' • Conrer!'ilcc · on World Ec.onomy in the Seventies." .
The repqrt explains the first of four
· ·(Continl4id on page 6)
to adopt it.
, . , . ,'~uncil
-'I
Student Council's Constitutional
Convention ground to a halt in a
grueling five-hour session Saturday,
deadlocked on controversial race- and
sex-related issues. The pivotal SelzerSheedy Pla1_1 of representation, which
would guarantee blacks, co-eds, and
dorm and commuter council seats,
remains in the balance. ·

Woodrow Wilson
Scholars Announced

Kennedy Stresses
Domestic Issues

Bar Commt"ttee Recommends
Ca~pus

m
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'Rathskellar' by 1971
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Letters

Editorials·

Best Representation
The system of student government proposed by Mr. Jack
Seizer and Mr. Tom Sheedy offers a more representative
structure than· is presently in existence or has been proposed in
other alternatives.

It is important that student government provide for
representation of significant minority groups. In seating
individual black and female students, Council may be able to
tackle many of the presently unsolved problems of both of these
groups. Without this formal representation, the opinions of
minority groups can easily be overlooked and by failing to hear
their views Student Council would not in actuality be
representing Xavier's student body.
Under the Selzer-Sheedy form of representation, Xavier's
Student Council can have the potential to express all significant
student views- and therefore, this plan is a solid, if temporary,
structure for student council representation.

WFB

Should A University
Be Catholic?
Xavier University' has taken the stand that everyone in the
student body is Catholic. How? In that every student is required
. ·.
to take six hours of lower and six hours of upper dIVISion,
predominantly Catholicy, theology. In that every student is
required to take fifteen hours of philosophy; whatever the theory
may be, in practice all fifteen hours of philosophy presuppose
the existence of God, and all are directed toward formation of a
Catholic philosophy. Finally, each student is required to
complete two retreats in his first two years.
It can be weiJ understood why the University has acted so.
For the engineers of our University's foundation assumed the
nature of a Catholic institution. Its job, then, is to impart a
Catholic way of life, whatever that might be.
But the University, in maintaining such strict enforcements,
is acting unrealisticalJy.
·

First of aU, how many students are actually Catholic? It can
be seen that not every student graduating from Xavier possesses
toward faith the same attitude with which he entered. This is
nothing fateful. Theologians themselves would not want to hold
· h·
it absolutely beneficial for the entering freshman to retam IS
same perspective on faith throughout four years of college
education. But in some cases the graduate does not possess any
faith. Moreover, not every student clearly knows what is meant
by faith; and not eve_ry student is so concerned as to want to
know.
Now it seems that education is directed towards a student's
self-examination of his values. It seems that with education, with
college education, and above all with a liberal arts college
education, a person changes and shifts his beliefs. So it is
understandable, indeed desirable, for every student to change
throughout his four years of higher education. Now there is not
in the case of each student a complete break from his formerly
held beliefs. There seems to be, or at least we hope there to be,
some continuity throughout the change. But we know this isn't
always the case. In fact we know that there is a great number of
college students who drop their faith sometime during the four
vears. Now we can say that if a student's beliefs change and he
~lso has a violent separation from former beliefs, then he should
go somewhere else for the rest of college, even though we had
hoped he would change as a result of his stimulating education.
This is a little hard to swallow. And the University, enforcing
this theory, would be constantly losing more money than it
already is. That would be hard for the University to swallow.
Even if only one student changed his values, violently separated
from former beliefs, and was then told to seek tl)e rest of his
education elsewhere, he would seem to be admitting that his
former beliefs are now irreconcilable with his new shift of values.
What sense is there, then, for the University to assert that
every student must examine his values, should gain added depth
in understanding what is truth, be susceptible to the chance of
breaking from his formerly held beli~fs, and yet be requiFed to
take twelve hours of Catholic Theology, fifteen hours of
Catholic Philosophy, and comple.te two ~atholic retreats during
his first two years?

Forum for
All Views'
Dear Editor,
This is a new view of representation.
No longer can the Xavier University
student legislature truly and completely
represent all of the studc;nts at Xavier.
There are today significant, indigenious
elements that the old representative
patterns can not represent.
Representative bases today have
changed significantly. No longer does
all power reside within the class base as
it did when the first constitution was
written. Then the Xavier University
Undergraduate Day Division Student
was typieally Catholic, white, male, and
a commuter.

How can the whole community be best
served by these groups, and how can we
best allow for an integration of these
groups into the Xavier mainstream, and
that mainstream's preparation for their
unbiased acceptance?
The greatest involvement of the
blacks and co-eds can be attained by
providing a forum for the expression of
their views and an arena for the mutual
exchange of insight and thought with
the rest of the student community. That
forum is the Student Senate. The best
provision for growth in these groups is
in a proportional representation scale.
To speed up the acceptance and
understanding of these two groups by
the rest of the student body, we must
provide for the election of their
representatives t~ the Student Senat~.
Finally, with this system, there is a
built-in review and up-dating at least
every two years to guarantee the
continuing relevance of the Student
Senate.

Government,
this
theory
of
representation (the constituency
decides, and the representative is
merely a delegate) will not always be
beneficial.
The argument is made that the
problems encountered by the coeds or
blacks on this campus can be
understood only by a coed or black
student, and this demands individual
representation.
This argument is basically true, but
it is incomplete. Although a
representative may not understand a
particular problem, he may be able to
accept the solutions based on the ideas
of the interest group. The passage of the
Black Demands by this year's Student
Council serves as an excellent example.
The representatives could not
understand the problems confronting
blacks on this campus, but they were
able to appreciate the difficulties and
accept __ the solutions of the Afro·.
Americ.an Association.

As was stated in the beginning, this
The argument is made that the
Today and for tomorrow, there
exists no typical Xavier student, except is a bold new plan of representation, immediacy of the problems of the
the new
view
of blacks and coeds is such that
that he is white and black, male and · reflecting
female, commuter and dormitory representation. It is a blending of the representation is imperative. Yet the
resident, a Senior, Junior, Sophomore, many and various voices of the Student proponents of the amendment agree
or Freshman. Here is where the power Body of Xavier into a solid voice of that this immediacy will fade (especially
lies, among these "typical" students. It student opinion and action, which shall in regard to the coeds), and, when it
is the obligation of student government be the Xavier University Student does, the special representation can be
to relate to all students as best it can. Senate. It's aim is not the segregation of revoked.
The degree of ability Student these various groups, but the
Might I suggest something more
Government has to relate to students is • integration of their insights and ideas. permanent? A cabinet level po~ition
in direct proportion to the degree of That is the primary aim of any under the Student Body President
mcaningfullness
that
Student academic institution. Our purpose is to could be assigned to the coeds and
Government has for the students.
obtain the greatest good for the greatest blacks. This would insure a direct
number. We feel that this is the best
It is our clear-cut goal to attain the
relationship between these interest
system to_ obtain a goal that all Xavier
highest degree of meaningfulness wants- the complete acceptance of all, groups and the Student Government,
possible for student government. Our
and would not be anticipatory of any
path to the attainment of this goal is to based upon personal ability, and a change in future years.
broaden Student Government's ability forum in which all views are heard.
There is one final point to be made.
to relate.
Tim Burke The guaranteeing of at least one seat on
It is an unfortunate but true
Jack Selzer the Senate of coeds and blacks
situation in our society, that there exists
Tom Sheedy c'Onstitutes a de facto discrimination
based upon sex and race. This
certain sub-societies whose members
·,"institutionalized segregation" is at best
can only fully relate what their
thinking, feeling, and unique insights
an evil means to a questionable end. I
are. Two of these sub-societies that the
believe thai it is simply not justified.
University creates are the sub-societies
I have made these statements. as a
of dorm students and commuter
concerned student, ignoring any and all
students. In both groups, there is little
personal connections with the present
·'difference extensively; however, when Dear Editor,
Student Government. They were meant
brougilt
into
the
University
Student Council, stttmg as a to be constructively critical in the hopes
community, and particularly the Xavier Constitutional
Convention
on of producing a more viable Student
community, their life styles are quite Saturday, February 21, was confronted
.Government which can truly lead in the
"different. Student Government must be
by an amendment concerning "development of students as Christian
as responsive as it can be to the two representation to the Senate in the new
Mike Curra
separate situations of being a commuter Student Government. I am in basic members of society."
John
Coyen.
student at Xavier and a dormitory agreement with the proposal excepil'or
student at Xavier. They have differing one major point. I find it extremely
points of views in many areas affecting
undesirable to proportionally represent
their lives. Who then can best express
the X.U. coeds and black students on
the views of the commuting students the Student Senate.
(whose cries, at times, have only been
Mr. Kane,
In. the amendment, the majority of
echoed at best by a Student the representatives are selected on the
I read your article about the Battle
Government comprised of all dorm
of Algiers; looked for a French student
of
their
academic
year
in
school,
basis
representatives)
but
a
fellow
or whether they are dorm or commuter and came to the conclusion that you are
commuting student? Again, who can
students. I see no problem here, in that certainly referring to me since I am the
best concentrate upon the unique,
these are generic groups, furnishing only member of this national minority
complex, and significant problems of
double representation to every X.U. group on campus.
dormitory students but another
student.
Mr. Kane, I question your process
donnatory student placed upon the
The seating of representatives from of quoting a remark hel\rd. In fact I
student legislature specifically because
particular interest groups presents two never said that the Battle of Algiers was
of his dormitory student status?
major problems. First, it establishes a a piece of ... whatever ... ; I even said
Two sub-societies that are not
dangerous precedent, which, when just othe opposite because, except for
unique to Xavier, but whose members
carried
to the extreme, supplies ample its questionable factual value, I do
are here at Xavier, and whose numbers
think that this movie ·i succeeds
are growing at Xavier, are Females and reason for the seating of all interest
artictically as well as intellectually. My
groups
(Cleveland
students,
science
Blacks. Both have much in common
purpose, however, is not.!b discuss the
with the rest of the Xavier University majors, pre-professional students, etc.)
merits of the Battle of Algiers, since we
be
on
the
Senate.
Also,
there
seems
to
students. However, both, in their own
could certainly agree . . .
ways, are quite significantly different in an assumption in the amendment, that
the
black
or
coed
representative
will
Wbat I was contesting is the
the insighis and attitudes they have
from the- rest of the Xavier Student. always follow the wishes of the reaction that a f~w people sitting on the
(Continued un page~)·
Body. Both groups add their own · particular group. Even in Student

The Problem of

Interest Groups

Phony Quote?

~~~~~:nt~~=~~on t~d~ Xavierfac!~

disinfranchise them (by swallowing
their presently small-size vote in the sea
of white, male votes) would be as
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EDI'IOR·IN-cHIEF .............................. : .... William F. Barko
MANAGING EDITOR
-'·'"
• • ·' • '··· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .Denia F. Wauu
ASSOCIATE EDITORS ••••••••••••• Orqlloelua. Gay Reed. Joe Cormier
prior to the mid-1950's, and as it has
SfORTS EDITOR •••••• , • , ••• , ••• , ••• , •• , •••••• , •• , •••• ,JICk Murray
done for the commuter students ·since -lAYOUT EDITOR ............. ." ••••••••••••• , ••••• ; •••••• DiaD ColccJio
then until now.
CII.CUIAt:JON MANAOEI. • , •••• ; •••••.••••••• ; •• , •••• Paul McLauplia
. The co-eds and blacks must be
C»LUMNISTS • ...-•• ~ •••• ~ .................... , •Mark Meloy, DiaD KAne
allowed to express their views within
PIIOTOOIAPIIEU ••••••••••••• ·.Mike Hipekiad, Jolua Payae. Job Miller
the Student Government structure.
I.EPOI.'IEI.S~. • • .Pacrict Dlcbr, PeJIY Oriflia, lob Hyle. SleW Ooodmaa.
They, and they alone, can best express
Joba Price, Joe Oyno, Chuck Quian. Deany Jtinl
their separate, unique views.
CARTOONISTS • · •• • • •••.•.••.•••••••• Linda Berkelllier, J. D. Mc:Octtipn
How can best be gained an
MODERAT~R
·; · · · "· · • · · · · · · · · · · · · • .. · · · · · · · · · · · ...•...•..JJohn
How sensible is it for a University, in view of the relation
BUSINESS MANAGER
.. J Getz
....
understanding by the whole student
• • · • • · · · · · • · · • · · • · • • · • · • · • • • · .• • • ••.•• ac.. eure
between man and his beliefs, to enforce p~rticipatio~ in a community the needs and abilities of eDITO~IA.L EDITOR ...........................•..... Mark D. Hincby
religion, any religion, any religion at all, and still declare Itself a these two groups? How can best be 11 ~,fo:~•;,·~~~.!f.~11 ~D1:!!:"i.11 u:~:W:'~a'~:.:~;~"i.~~·;:o~.'~;~'~:':o:il~ ~b1:';:::::;
genuinely stimulating h.?use of education?
·
attained proportional representation c•. oo P.,.. 1~ar
f
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grievous an error on ,the pan of the
Xavier Student Government as it was
to disinfranchise the dorm students
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Letters
(Continued from page 2)

showing was deformed into some sort
of crude "pep rally." A number of
blacks in the theater's audience
immediately saw the freedomdemanding Arabs as championing their
"cause", too. To gain self-government,
·the Arab Organization initiated a
program of carefully-calculated
sabotage aimed at terrorizing the
French (white) people and killing them
in large numbers. Several of the blacks
cheered and applauded when bloody
scenes were shown of assassinated
French police and murdered citizens.
Rather than being sickened by this
absurdity, I just considered the source.

left of the audience had each . time a
French man was killed. I do not think
that those cheers were directed against
France. Those people do not care about
France and they are right because
France is not that important: What
disturbed me was to discover that some
of my neighbors applauded at the
spectacle of men being murdered. Once
more, Mr. Kane, I don't want to be
misunderstood. I am not incriminating
the entire Black race as such, but only a
few individuals who make the racial
You rant and rave, Mr. Burke,
problem worse by their irresponsibl~
about the whites' non-presence at these
behavior.
various proceedings. The reason is
.Is there "indeed a diversity of opinsimple.
We were not wanted. Any white
ions still leaving the question, Who is
Right?" I guess you are right, but the attending these functions was made to
feel like an intruder, and indeed he was
next time you quote, please don't be
. During Black Awareness Week, the
satisfied with the jam a publica. It is too
emphasis
was placed heavily on the
easy.
pure concept of Blackness itself - and
Sincerely, not on the many Negro cultural
Jean-Francais Durand achievements. These three major
examples are merely samples of what
helped to detract from what could have
been a culturally enriching program.

'Reach Out' -

Symposi~m

BY DAN COSTELLO
Education Specialist from the
Editor's Note: The NEWS extends its
Cincinnati
Human
Relations
thanks to Barbara Ward, a Ju11ior at
Commission; and Mr. William Dupree,
the Mount, for ,the help in reporting
Principal ofT aft High School.
this event.
Miss Brown commented that
Last week, the College of Mount "teachers must always project a positive
Saint Joseph sponsored an all-day attitude toward the student's learning
discussion concerning the many success. This is extremely impor~ant in

Now I would like to point out what,
think, was the real intent of Mr.
Burke's vociferous letter. His touching
lette·r of last week (Feb. 18) reeked of
Dear Sir,
ambitious "opportunism." Yes, Mr.
I would like to reply to some of Mr. Burke obviously saw a perfect
Burke's callous accusations. If I do not opportunity and he lunged at it' harder
speak for all of us "Whiteys", I at least than the proverbial "drowning man
speak for myself.
grasping at straws." The perhaps
"Whitey, get off your ass!" Surely obscure attendance at the various
M~. Burke, . you could, · after some .offerings of the Black Awareness Week
lengthy cogitation, conjure up presented Mr. Burke with a much
something more original, if not sought-after chance to eradicate some
something a little more erudite. You of the black's charges against the
appear to be absolutely thunderstruck Student Council (and of the whole
at the miniscule attendance by the. school, for that matter.) These
majority of the white students at last allegations, whether true or false,
week's Black Awareness marathon. ranged from total ignorance of the
Maybe I could fill you in on some of the existing black problems to acute
racism. Mr. Burke apparently
reasons why.
rationalized
that he could return to the
When Black Awareness Week
began, it got off to a rather dubious good graces of the blacks by. employing
start with a Negro poetess, whose name this type of super-emotional,
escapes me, shouting various melodramatic journalism. It's not that
obscenities from the lectern. Her easy, Mr.. Burke. To quote an ancient
completely uncivilized "lecture" could expression: "You can fool all the
have and should have been student body some of the time, some of
accompanied by an "inciting to riot" the student body all the time, but you
charge. Fortunately for her, the mask caift fool all the student body all the
of the Black Awareness Week time.
A just Peace,
conveniently excused all such actions.
Bob Heleringer
Another definite mistake was the
invitation tendered to Mr. Emory
Douglass, a high-ranking minister in
the Black Panther Party. Mr. Douglass
is, by his very membership, an
"The day of the philosopher king
exponent of those who desire to who resides upstairs and hands down
liquidate anything "white". Suggestive
decisions," Sheedy told council, "is
of the Panthers' rhetorical style is the
gone."
front page of their house publication
Thiron insisted that whatever might
whii:h featured, on the day after his
be
added, a paragraph stating that
death, a photograph of Robert
Kennedy lying in a pool of his own students are the source of council's
blood, his face transformed to the power must remain as a distinct
element.
likeness ofa pig. I ask you, Mr. Burke,
and I especially ask those responsible
"The concept of 'student power'," he
for Mr. Douglass' presence, do you asserted, "must be clearly established."
really think Robert F. Kennedy was a ·- Wednesday's meeting will be open
pig?
.to the public. To pass, each article of
Third case in point: There was the the new constitution must be accepted
showing of the excellent film, "The first by a majority of council. Then the
Battle of Algiers." This award-stud.Jed constitution as a whole must be
film was abused to the extent that its approved by a two-thirds· vote.

Airs Views
the inner-city school where the child
may have never experienced this idea of
positivism
toward
his
accomplishments."
Dr. Jupree spoke many times about
"the need for administration to make
students talk and express their
complaints or desires peacefully. If
more teachers would listen and show
interest, then perhaps immediate
impulse to start demonstrative behavior
would be controlled and would be
unnecessary."
In response to a question on the
future of the Catholic School System,
Dr.
Partridge
expressed
his
unquestionable faith in a pluralistic
society. He believes "the parochial
school system and also small colleges,
like the Mount, should continue to
exist in order to retain the possibility of
choice."
Throughout the day, there were a
wide variety of speakers. Among those
who participated in Reach Out and a
summary of their talks:

Were Whites
Not Wanted?

Selzer-Sheedy

... nr•

~

•

Dr. George Barbour, Professor
(Continued on page 7)
problems currently plaguing society.
The program, known as Reach Out was
to present as many diverse disciplines as
possible; thus, there were speakers in
such ·fields as biology, ecology,
psychology, philosophy, theology,
zoology,
poetry,
music,
and
communication arts .
Throughout the day, there were
several symposiums, in addition to
individual speakers. The symposiums
allowed the audience to form a
judgement based on the consensus of
several qualified speakers.
The first symposium concerned
itself with urban ecology; among the
subjects discussed were the increasing
population, water and air pollution,
and methods with which these
problems can be solved.
Mr. Thomas Hauser, a chemist with
the National Air Pollution Control
Administration, brought home to his
audience some very vivid realities about
air pollution in Cincinnati. He
displayed slides taken of the Mill Creek
area on a Sunday compared to slides
take·n of the same area on a Tuesday._
Mr. Ralph Sinclair, an acquatic
biologist with the Federal Water
Pollution Control Administration,
explained some of the biological
aspectS of water pollution, in addition
to examining causes and preventive
measures.
Dr. David Ames, Execu-tive
Director of the Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana
Regional
Planning
Authority,
explained the work of the OKI and the
political and economic problems
involved in correcting problems of
water and air pollution.
The Educational Symposium,
Tuesday evening, concerned itself with
the topic, "The Adolescent in the
Future."

or diamond-set elegance.
Whatever your choice
in wedding bands, the chances
are your selection will be an
ArtCarved. It's a matter of record
that, since 1850, more brides have
worn ArtCa.rved wedding bands than any
other. The reasons for generations of preference
are readily apparent upon inspection of our new
ArtCarved rings. 'Painstaking craftsmanship
interprets designs of timeless beauty
' to perfection. Each matched setwhether bold or plain will
be an eternal symbol of your
life-long devotion.
A- ANGELICA SET

B -ASPEN SET

D - ORLANDO SET

The panelists included Dr. Milton
Partridge, research scientist from
Xavier; Mary Anna Brown, an

C-PALMA SET

E- BEAUMOUNT SET

kCarved
WEDDING

RINGS

ArtCnrvcd wcd<li11[/ ri11ns in HK solid gold
<LTC <W<Iilablc from $10 to over $150

Be generoiA~
fo r.outtelf.
·Pick 1Ap fwo
... 14-K,the most
enjoyable tade
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ART CARVED ENGAGEMENT RINGS &.WEDDING BANDS
BULOVA, ELGIN AND OMEGA WATCHES
STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
I

ZeffS
750 SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER, CINCINNATI, OHIO
731-1800
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- 261·4183
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-Xavier Loses, 85-72

Ard, ·'Tree Tough
their press. We knew what to expect
and it was always open in the middle."

by JOHN PRICE

Despite Alt's 12 points in the first
half the M uskies could never get any
closer than four, and they went to the
locker room training the Bearcllts by 10.

It may have been Jim Ard's and
Don Ogletree's game last week, but the
more·you think about it, that was a
game for the future. The Cincinnati
Bearcats beat Xavier as expected, but
they fought off a young Muskie team
that has nothing to do but look forward.
Perhaps a half hour had passed
after the Muskies. bowed 85-72, and
coach George Krajack was already
revealing plans for next year. The
foundation had been on display that
night in the persons of Doug Alt, Rusty
·
Blossom, and Jerry Helmers.

Bearcat Jim Ard attempts a send-hook shot between i•iusKles
Darby, left, and Alt.

UC Game
Means Much
by JACK MVRRAY, Sports Editor.
THE XAVIER-CINCINNATI series has become a farce, with UC winning 14
of the last IS games. Xavier can't win for trying. And if it wasn't for the miracle
two years ago_ (XU 72, UC 71) it would be a clean sweep since 1957. What's the
use of the playing this game anymore? Attendance has fallen off recently from
capacity crowds to 6666 crowds, and uc hardly takes the game serously.
The series stands 26-1 I in favor of Cincinnato. The Musketeers won the first
two games in 1928 (XU 29, UC 25) and in 1943 (XU 51, UC 37). Other Xavier
back-to-back victories were in 1952-53 (when ~wo games were played in one
season) and in 1956 and 1957 seasons.
At least Xavier has a game. with Cincinnati, even If enroll~ent at VC
outnumbers that at XV by a 5-l ratio. Take PiUsburgh for instance. There is a
school called Point Park, which has a new coach, who wants desperately to play
the Universities of PiUsburgh, Duquesne and Carnegie-Mellon. But these fine
institutions will not play Point Park, three years an accredited 4-year college.

• • •
THE BIG THREE will not play Point Park, not because they are afraid that
they would lose, but because it would be to their recruiting disadvantage to have
a non-entity like Point Park on their schedules. Point Park is located almost in
the center of downtown Pittsburgh, and its campus consists of four buildings and
a lot of concrete pavement.
Luckily the Xavier-Cincinnati series is well established. Despite this season
approaching the worst ever recordwise. In 1947-48 season the Muskies posted an
8-17 mark and the season previous posted a 3-16 mark. Remarkably the
Musketeers turned the tables in the 1947-48 season, posting a 24-8 mark and
finishing fourth in the NAJA Tournament. Everyone at XU is hopeful that the
1970-71 season will be the start of winning basketball at Xavier.
Because the UC game means so much to the Parkway clan, a season cannot
be called complete without a win over UC. Even the year Xavier won the NIT, it
lost to UC twice. So there have been few complete seasons at Xavier.

•

•

•

THE WAY THE MVSKIES fought against the Bearcats last Tuesday told
you why the game must be played. Despite being out·personneled and everything
else, Xal'ier made a competitive showing. And this coming on the heels of a very
physical Villanova game, in which Jerry Helmers and Rick Reder. incurred
injuries. And also a two-and·a·half hour practice the day before the VC game
. and day after the Villanova battle.
·
Tuesday the Bearcats were asked if this game meant that much to them, with
the Louisville game coming up,next. Almost to a man they said, "They all mean a
lot." John Fraley, feigning cleverness said, "This.was for the championship of
Cincinnati, wasn't it?"
The question was never posed to the Xavier players. The answer was already
known.

Schedule
Xavier's record now is 5-17,
threatening to make this the school's
worst season. The worst record until
this year was in 1946-47 whi:n XU
posted an 8-17 mark.
Besides Marquette on Monday
night, Xavier has two games left-with
Duquesne in Pittsburgh tonight and
against Miami at Schmidt Field House
March4.
Record:
VII.IASOVA
uc
MIAMI
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•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,
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DAYTON
DEI'AUL
AIR FoRcE
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At the 12:32 mark of the second half
the Bearcats busted to a 58-42 lead but
six minutes later the Muskies cut their
deficii to a mere six on an Altjumper.

"When we were six down I thought
we could still catch them but we made a
Helmers 'kept the Muskies in the few mistakes that really hurt," recalled
pme during the early stages. He Alt. "That-seems to be-happening a lot
connected on his fii'St three jump shots this year."
and it took a superior defensive effort
The Muskies could get no closer
by VC's Don Hess to eventually than six, however, and it was probably
contain the sophomore forward •.
their inability to set up Alt that choked
Blossom scored only eight points in off the rally.
Zl minutes, but he grabbed eight
~Senral times Doug was wide open
rebounds, blocked several shots, and at the foul line but we didn't get the ball
was the key man on the boards during a to him," said a diuppolnted Krajack. "I
second·half drive that saw the Muskies guess we just didn't milk him enough."
pull to within six ofV.C.
Alt was less critical of events. "I
Alt was simply brilliant hitting on didn't look for the ball, I just tried to
10 ofl5 from the floor while pacing the get open. It just happened that some
Muskies with 22 points. He also other guys were open too."
effectively teamed with ~ick Reder to
With five minutes remaining in the
calmly break a somewhat annoing
game Blossom picked up his · fifth
Bearcat press.
personal foul and retired to the bench
"I didn't think I would be on," said
Alt of his shooting. "After I missed my
first couple of shots I said to myself it
looks like it's going to be one of those
nights.

"I thought that was probably my
best game of the year," said the lean
sophomore. "I really was surprised that
the game was so clean; it wasn't dirty at
all.
"They made a few lucky shots and
they ahd a hot hand early in the game.
When Snow banked that first shot from
the top of the circle I knew it was going
to be a long night."
It was the Bearcats' free throws
more than field goals that proved to be
the Muskies' undoing, however. UC
took 42 trips to' the line and were
successful on 27 of those attempts.

"It was a .case of too many free
throws," lamented Krajack. "Everytime
I looked up they were at the line."
That the free throws ballooned the
final score made Krajacj more angry
than the outcome of the game.
"Aggressiveness can take you only
·so far. You can't be hacking away with
i4 seconds left. Someone in
Philadelphia will see the score and it
looks like we were blown out but the
game wasn't like that at all. We give
them four free throws and a 20-foot
jumper in the last few seconds and we
lose by 13 instead of seven."
But aggressiven,ess is the trademark
of this team and soon it will be shaped
. into finesse. The day isn't far in the
future when this team will be a winner.

Redskins Sca.lp Muskies ·

.. We didn't have any trouble with

'X Missed
Boat Public
Relationwise'
This letter was written. by a former Xavier student who now resides in
New Jersey sent to the XU News'
'sports editor. He witnessed the regional telecast of the Xavier-Villanova game two weeks ago.

. . . By the 1i•ay someone at X
really missed the boat in public relations. The halftime show with the
girls from Badin was very nice but
with a good-sized eastern audience
someone from X should have been
interviewed during halftime. The
Detroit-Notre Dame game Saturday
had Bob Ca/ihan on analyzing the
game and talking briefly about UD.
Someone should have been on doing
the same thing for X. and what a great
spot jar someone representing Fr .
O'Connor to be on and give some
general highlights about the university. I'm sure admissions could stand
recruiting also, particularly coeds.
I really think X blew it, public relationswise! ...

OXFORD, Ohio-Xavier dropped
·a game to Miami, 66-59, in Millett Hall
Saturday. ·

8. Miami's Williams hit for 17.

With the score 43-37, Jerry Helmers
was called for an offensive foul. Xavier
coach George Krajack protested the
call and was slapped with a technical.

Miami Beats

Rick Reder led XU in reboundmg with

Frosh, 91-77

Miami's Gerald Sears converted the
technical foul shot, and Wal Williams
hit a jump shot to put Miami ahead, 4637. Miami's Terry Marlin, who had Zl
points and 14 rebounds, hit a shot after
Helmers made a free throw and -the
score was 48-38 with II :491eft.

OXFORD, Ohio-Xavier's frosh
lost to Miami's frosh, 91-77, here Saturday.· Miami's Larry Garloch Jed all
scorers with 25 points.

_Miami widened the lead to 17 points
(59-42).

Miami shot .500 from the field.
Xavier shot .469.

The technical against Krajack was
his first this year. The play happened in
front of the Xavier bench.

Xavier scoring was by Jay Eck (22),
Bob Fullarton (21), Conny Warren
( 17), 'Bob Petroski ( 10) and Paul
Matsen, (7).

Xavier hit .444 percent from the
field. Miami hit .455.
Helmers led XU in scoring with 16.

The frosh meet Miami again March
4 at 6 p.m. prior to the varsity clash.

Signed, ·
Dom Beronio

Weikel Praises
Students
This article is reprinted from Frank
Weikel's column in the Cincinnati Enquirer last Thursday with special permissionjrom Mr. Weikel.

A "tip of the town's cap" is in order
'
for
the students who attended the UC69
7l XU basketball game Tuesday night.
73 The conduct of students at some past
68 UC-XU games left something to be
89
83 desired but Tuesday it rated 100%. The
76 fans on the Xavier side seemed to
11 generate a little more cheering despite a
8o losing cause.
64
74

76
73
73

8o
67
71
69

Perhaps the few troublemakers at
schools like Withrow, North College
•
d M'd
h
H1 11 an
1 d 1etown who
ave beoo
getting publicity for disorders could
take a· lesson in good citizenship from
thestudentsatTuesday'sgam_e..

. . . . . . . , ...

"I thought we could still pull it out,"
said Blossom, "but we fell behind early
and it was just too much of an uphill
battle."

amidst a standing ovation.

W

ill the friendly lady show the sailors
the ropes??? Find out on The Don Adams
Special: "Hooray for. Hollywood" ••.
b
h
· royg t to you by BudweJ·ser®, the Km" g
f
o Beers®. Thursday, February 26,
CBS-TV, 8 p.m. EST.
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Confidence In His Shooting Helped Rick Reder
by JACK MURRAY, Sports Editor
Always hustling, Rick Reder unexpectedly 'shot' his
way i!lto the starting lineup.
"I didn't feel like I was going to be pl~ying this year,"
said Reder, who until his senior year started one game (St.
Joseph's last year). "I knew coach wanted to go with the
young guys (sophomores). So I figured to just help out in
practice."
·

During preseason practice, Rick sprained his right
ankle. His weight balloned over his normal 170 pounds, and
his chances of cracking the starting lineup were diminished.

But after XaYier's lint two 1 - , ihe backcourt lacked

leadership, so coach Ge«~r&e Krajack inserted Reder into
the startin&lineup acaimt St. Bonaventure in Olean, N.Y.
He scored six'points, hitting three of six shois from the
field. Since then he has started every game.
"I knew if I got to start I would have to shoot more,"
said Rocket, a nickname he received from his teammates.
He got the nickname because of "the high arch on his shot
and the way I run around like an idiot." In a word, this is
called hustle.

Rather reluctant to shoot in past years, Reder has
become blase about his frequent shooting. "If I don't shoot
when I have the shot, who else is?" Rick does admit that
sometimes he fires away from beyond his range.
He is averaging II points a game, and leads the team in
free throw accuracy, hitting 78%.
Many underestimated Rick, including George Krajuk,
who didn't t.hink, prior to this season, that Rick could start
for him. "I may have been wroncabout Rick . • . but he is
one IUY I want in there at the end of the came."
Rick Reder graduated from St. Xavier High School as
an all-around athlete, never considering going to any school
but XU because "I wanted to stay local.~
His years at St. Xavier were quite a contrast to his years
here; as far as team records go. In his junior year he was on ·
the runnerup team to state champion Columbus South. St.
X lost 54-53, for its only defeat of the season. That team
featured Bob Arnzen (Notre Dame) and Joe Saddlefeld
(Ohio State).
In his senior year Rick started all games as either a
guard· or forward.
"In football, weighing 155, he made the all-city and allCatholic league teams as a safety and offensive end. He was
co-captain his senior year for ·the Bomber baseball and
·
hasketballteams.

lJC's Otielree prepares to pass to Wenderfer as Blossom
(No.ll) and Poppe (No. 33) ready defensively.

Being in ROTC he has a military obligation after he
graduates in June. He is engaged to Cincinnatian Janet
Eveleigh, a junior at Dayton, and will be married in
January.

·Selcer .Picks More Assista.nts
Thomas A. Cecchini (CHA- Camp LeJueae willie In the Marine recruiter."
CHEEN-NEE), 26, Friday was named· Corp~ and wu olfllllin . backfield
Tom is married and his wife, also a
·defensive line coach at Xavier Univer- coach tllere one year.
graduate of the University of Michigan,
sity, bc:C01ning the third coach to be
In 1966 while earning a Masters is an elementary school teacher.
named to the staff of head coach Dick Degree in Guidence, Jim was the
Selcer.
Freshman backfield coach at the UniJames (Jim) F. Laurent (LAW versity of Cincinnati, and for the past
-RENT), 28, Thursday was named · three seasons has been defensive
·defensive backfield coach at Xavier backfield coach and defensive · coUniversity, becoming the second ordinator at Penn Military College in
assistant coach to be named to the; new Chester, Pa.
footbalhtaff of Dick Selcer.
Jim is married to the former Peggy
A native of Pittsburgh, Pa., Jim was Marion of Waynesburg, Pa., and they
born June 25, 1941, one of five 9hildren have three children, Debbie 6, Cathy 5,
of Mr. and Mrs. Francis Laurent of and Jimmy 18 months.
· 2150 Fairland St. in Pittsburgh. He bas
A 1966 graduate of the University of
three brothers and one sister.
Michigan, Cecchini served on the staff
Laurent attended Carrick High of Bump Elliot and Bo Schembechler as
School in Pittsburgh where he played scout . and assistant coach since his
football, basketball, and track prior to
graduation.
his graduation in 1959. At Carrick
He was a three time letterman with
Laurent was a quarterback and WO!J allthe Wolverines and was elected Captain
Triadic Conference honors in 1957 and
his final season. Tom holds a B.S.
1958, and in 1958-59 was a guard and
degree in Education.· and a Masters
Captain of the basketball team.
Degree in Education from Michigan.
He then attended Waynesburg
Tom is a graduate of Pershing Hi&b
Collqe in Waynesbura, Pa., where he
school in Detroit wbere he won all-City
wu a starting quarterback all four
and all-State honors bis last two
years, re-writin& the record book at
seasons.
He attended Mic:hipn on a
Waynesbuq for slnate pme, single
season, and cueer puslna. In 1961 and grant-in-aid and won all Big Ten Con·1961-Laureat won aU-Westem Penn- ference bonors and was named honor•
able mention on tbe 1966 aU-American
sylnnla Conference honors and those
· ume yean wu selected to the NCAA team.
Following his graduation Tom reColleae DiYilion aU-Distrlc:t team. He
two yean of service ball at ceived the Detroit Alumni Scholarship
award for graduate studies.
.Michigan head coach Do Schembechler said of Cecchini, "I don't want
to lose Tom, but he has a fine oppor·
tunity to further his career at Xavier,

XU Has Schedule Change
"Buffalo next season.

Jim McCafferty, Director of Athletics at Xavier, has announced two
changes in the 1970-71 Musketeer
basketball schedule. The Musketeers
will not play Niagara next season as
originally announced, "ut will meet
Niagara the following year. in Buffalo,
N.Y. This will avoid a double trip to

Replacing Niagara on the schedule
will be The Citadel who will meet the
Musketeers on Decmeber 18 at
Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse. Union
(Ky.) College, originally scheduled to
play Xavier on December 18 will play
the Musketeers on December 12.
Xavier will play 16 games at home
next season, one at the Cincinnati Gardens, and nine on the road.

Selcer Speaks
Dick Selccr, head football coach at
Xavier, has been named to lecture at
the Fenwick Football Clinic in
Chicago, Ill. on April 3, and 4. Selcer,
who will discuss offensive football,
joins two other college coaches on the .
clinic, John Jardine, head coach at the
University of Wisconsin, and Jerry
Wainpfler, head coach of Colorado
State University.

Cherry Named
Jack Cherry, Director of Sports Information at Xavier University, and
Howard (Hod) Blaney, Director of
Sports Information at the University of
Cincinnati, have been appointed to the'
committee for selection of award and
citations of the College Sports Information Directors Association.

and 1 wish him well. Coach Selcer is
getting himself a fine coach and a fine

Tensing Will
Assist Hawk
Mick Tensing, former ~avier
catcher, will assist Joe Hawk this year.
with the Musketeer bas~ball team. He
wm coach the junior varsity team.

Enquirer

The baseballers are . currently UC's Wenderfer (No. 45) is fouled by ~_l.J's Helmers as
working out in Schmidt F.leld House
.
.,
,, .'
.
.
·daily.
· (~o. 11), Poppe.(No~~33) and Binegar look on.
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Bellarmine Pastor

App~inted

Xavier University Chaplain
b;r PAT DECKER
Rev. Leo Klein, S.J., has recently
been appointed to serve the dual
position of chaplain of Xavier University and pastor of St. Robert
Bellarmine parish. In an interview,
Father Klein o~tlined briefly a few of
the goals he has envisioned and the
mans by which he hopes to achieve
these goals.
-

only in so far as each member is a committed Christian. "As a person's
Christian faith, hope, and love deepen
it would seem that their work would be
transformed•accordingly," he said. In
line with this deepening of the Christian
commitment, Father Klein saw the
priest as the one who must help the
community to hear and understand
God's word and the one · who must
attempt to remove obstacles which
hinder the individual's response to
God's word in the Eucharist.
'In fusing the two positions of university chaplain and pastor of Bellarmine
parish, Father Klein voiced his hope
that it would impress upon everyone
that this is one Christian cqmmunity.
"The 'people of the parish who are not
directly connected with the university
are members of this Christian community as ani the students, faculty,
administration, and alumni of the university," he emphasized.
Next, Father Kelin described a.few
of the areas in which he and his staff
will concentrate in the near future. He
stressed the importance of a meaningful

ReY. Leo Klein, S.J.

Bar Plan

Initially, he explained that Xavier is
a university community in. common
with all other universities, in so far as it
is engaged in the secular occupation of
education. "What distinguishes Xavier
from other universities is that here a
majority of people are committed
Christians," he stated. Furthermore, he
pointed out that the Christianity of the
people who compose this community
must actively enter into the way in
which the educational process is carried
out. He stressed the fact that a
Christian community can be successful

celebration of the. liturgy which draws
all the members ·of the community
together where they can strengthen
their Christian faith, hope, and love by
uniting with the one Christ in whom
they believe. He added that this liturgy
"demands preparation, planning, care
in performance, and a sacred
atmosphere."
"The cooperation of members of the
community is always necessary in building a good liturgy," he cof!cluded.
Then, in conjunction with his statements concerning the priest's role in the
Christian community, Father Klein.
·said that he intends to offer his services
to those who feel a need to deepen their
personal commitment. He expressed his
hopes that any member of the Christian
community of Xavier may feel free to
come and get his assistance.

DUFF'S

335 Calhoun Street
Rally Muskies and
Get the Spirit

TUESDAY
DRAFT_ BEER NIGHT
WEDNESDAY

BlJTTI:E BEER- NIGHT

TGIF
Every Friday afte_rnoon
3 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Discount Price
DANCING TIL 2:30A.M.

FRIDAY NITE
FEATURING

In conclusion, Father Klein wished
to announce that as of now he will be
available in his. office in the lobby of
Bellarmine Chapel during the week
from 9 A.M. to S P.M. and at any other
time by arrangement.

(Continuedfrompage IJ

presented by Mr. Lalonde, would
convert the University Center's
basement primary room (which could
be vacated by arrangement between the
maintenance and cafeteria staffs) into a
bar "moulded in an Old English
atmosphere . . . which would require
medium dress; i.e. sport shirt and
slacks."
Mr. Lalonde would manage the bar,
'staffed by XU students, returning 90%
of the profits to the University after the
realization of his original $25,000 to
$40,000 investment. He indicated to the

committee desire for a 25-year lease and
for the type of liquor license desired by
the university administration.
Also
· recommended
for
investigation was a proposal that
National
Collegiate
Services
Corporation (NCSC) establish the bar.
This organization requires a small
school investment for its original
investigation of the financial
possibilities for a bar on campus and
ordinarily accepts the individual
school's arrangements-for example,
an XU student overseer committee.

NewCamaro.

Feb.
26th.
We've never announced a car thts time before.
at

But then nobocly's ever announced a car •Ike this before.

SuperiJuaer

If it were an ordinary sportster, we'd have introduced it at the ordinary time.
Instead, we took the time to build a whole new
Camaro.
We started with a sleek new shape and a low l"oadhugging stance.
And added more hood. A faster fastback. Wider
doors. And new deeply con£oured bucket seats.
The instrument panel wraps around you. With .
enough dials to make you think you're piloting a 747.
There are four transmissions. And six power plants
up to the Turbo-Jet 396 V8 that you can orde::·.

Camaru Sport Coupe with RS eiJllipment.

tiAit. Of EJICHLENCE
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Pick the one that best suits your driving. Then go
pick on an open road.
And make it one with plenty of. twisting turns.
Because Camaro has a remarkable new suspension.
And standard front disc brakes for a leech-like grip
on the road.
New Camaro. The Super Hugger.
Other sportsters always feared it might
come to this.
And they were right. Only their timing was wrong.
Putting you first, keeps us first.
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SC's Latest Report Favors
Stronger Co-ed Recruitm·ent
becoming an increasingly important
segment of university li.fe. In this area
great emphasis was laid on not only
finding a suitable substitute for Gerry
Hair, who is leaving after semester, but
also.in expanding counseling in general,
especi~lly in the academic area. This
The final topic covered in the
release was religious counseling.

Council recommended the continuation
of having some Jesuits living ·in
residence halls. This would also include
scholastics and regents as well. The
main reason for continuing this
program is so that the Jesuits, by living
with the students, will be able to
develop close relation with the students
and thus sense their moods .
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Throughout the day, 1200 seats
we're filled; this is far more than any
single speaker has drawn ·at the Mount.
In general, 150-200 people attended the
symposium; while the individual
speakers drew anywhc:re .·from 15-75
people.

NOW SHOWING
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Your
birthdate
indicates
the
appearance
•
1n your
life of.
the phrase
Federated

Everybody cheers for ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has
the taste you never get tired of •.. always refreshing. That's why things go beHer with Coke ••• after
Coke ••• after Coke.
·
Bottled under 'authority of The Coca-Cola ~o~pany. by:
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cmcmnab

ATTENTION
sTUDENTS AND FACULTY
YOU ARE NOW BEING OFFERED A10%
DISCOUNT ON ALL SOLES AND HEELS
E • M SH~E REPAIR
NORwooD PLAZA sHOPPING cENTER.
I>epartnnent~-------PH_o_NE_s_a,_-9_41_,______~
Stores, Inc.
·This
presents
anew
career
opportunity
ifyoQ
answer the
ad.
I

"A SAD - FUNNY -TRAGIC
~BEAUTIFUL PICTURE"I
·

- Time Magazine

ONE OF THE HIGH SPOTS
IFROM THE MOVIE THAT'S·
A 8URIE NOMINEE IFOR ACADEMY AWAIID81

"MIDNIGHT
COWBOY"
8TAIIIIING

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
JON VOIGHT

®:=1

.

AT THE ,.ABULOUS NEW

.. . . .

PLAY.OY ax.CUTI\IE 8L00. 0,.01Ue SHUBERT TH.AT ••
oownlown at l l a. 71ft 51. • Pltuanc 14 1•7111
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Write
Federated Department Stores, Inc.,
Dlreetor of
Exeeutlve Resources,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

The stars say
hard work could
be followed by
signs of success.

.·.. ·.·.... ·. .. ·.·

•.•

Why are these men laughing? Find out·
on The Don Adams Special: "Hooray
for Hollywood" ••• brought to you by
Budweiser®, the King of Beers®. Thursday, February 26, CBS~TV, 8 p.m. E~T.
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Mechlev Faults Police For

PHY. ED. MAJOR
SAID
JOCULARLY:

ol

'Lack of Reflection,' ·Racism
h~

l'[(aa· ,·;:,>iTI!'oi

·at fault in conflict arising from clashes
Mr. Mecklie felt that the reaction with minority groups. "They don't even
Mr. Albert J. Mecklie, Jr.,
which
takes ·place between these reflect on why you are doing what you
- practicing Cincinnati attorney and
are doing. They s_ee themselves as the
forrmer lawyer of the Black Turks, minority groups and police "is the same
last vestige or bulwark of everything
of
you
would
get
if
reaction
any
one
addressed the February 20 FAST
decent
against everything which is not
audience ·on "Police Reaction to you did something different." "What
decent."
was
the
reaction
you
got
tbe
lint
time
MinoritY Groups."
.. Offering his solution to the
problem, Mecklie stated, "We are all a ·
series of individuals. We should pick
our most unique men for this most
unique job of coming into contact with
other different people." One student
questioned Mecklie's solution stating
that the unique person, the intellectual
or the pragmatist, would not want the
job. Mecklie replied, "So, then the.
intellectual and the pragmatist get what
_
they deserve."
Dr. V. J. Bieliauskas, who was in
the audience, informed Mr. Mecklie of
steps, such as sensitivity sessions, being
taken by the Police Training
Commission to
better policecommunity relations. Mecklie replied
that he thought "this was fine, though I
find it hard to believe." He stated
earlier, "I tend to be radical and I tend
to dislike police. I'm prejudiced. I'm
cynical about sensitivity sessions. I
Mr. AI Mackie addressea FAST audience.
can't see Rocko suddenly liking blacks."
Questioned about what he was
"Anyone who comes into contact you let yonr hair grow," he questioned?
·was
the
reaction
when
you
doing
"What
to relieve the situation of poor
with police is in the minority," Mr.
Mecklie stated. He contended that the started wearing loud shirts and whites and blacks, Mecklie commented,
middle-class white, who represents the bellbottoms? What was the reaction to "I do only what I know how to do - I
majority in the {,J.S., has no reason to your jargon? There was conflict with defend some pe_ople successfully. In my
come into conflict with police. "Police your middle-class white parents, pr~fession, I subscribe to the Robin·
are involved by nature with minority naturally. And- there can only be Hood theory; I subscribe to tapping the
groups - the people who are doing conflict between minority groups and rich as much as I can so that I can
· defend the poor. I sting the rich, and I
something different than the members middle-class white cops."
Mecklie went on to say that the sting them as hard as I can to defend
of the middle-class white majority. If
the man who drinks comes into contact average policeman "comes to his job the poor. I'm just trying to equalize
with police, he is in the minority known with some training and 21 to 28 years of things. If I should get rich, I can only
as alcoholics. If the bla,ck man comes life style. The average policeman came expect io get stung myself."
into contact with police, he is in the from a home where his father enjoyed-·#'·- - - - - - - - - - - - minority known as niggers; If the man an average, limited life - which he
SENIORS: who takes drugs comes into contact shared with no one. The policeman is
ASK ABOUT RF '70
with police, he is in the minority known Mr. Average with common sense. He
as addicts. If the yippies, hippies, or then begins a relationship with these
TAKE STOCK
college students come into contact with minority groups, and neither grot.lp
police, they become part of the understands the other."
Meck.lle felt that police were more "---I_N_T_H_E
__F_U_T_U_R_E____.
minority
known
as
social
revolutionaries."

MILLER
MAKES .IT RIGHT!
SEND US
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AD-VERBIAL
PUNS ABOUT
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COLLEGE
MAJORS.

STEAKHOUSE
f.r-k~MENU'k--kof:.r

Special Cut Char-Broiled

• Sirloin St11k
e ld1h1 81ktd Pttltt

e

Chaf'a Criap Gattlail

S1l1d ltwl ::•"
11'111111

$179
Franch Roll .
Go;Jic

«llLLBGB BOX 4112
OMIUBRBRBW. CO.

ROSiLAWN

4211 •••••

Jlwr.

CHERRY GROVE
llll ...............

'IMUEDIATE OPENINGs- MEN'·. S8JDEN1S

REASONABLE WEEKLY RATES-MAID SERVICE-CROSSTOWN
BUSLINE- RESTAURANT, SWIMMING POOL, GYMNASIUM,
. HANDBALL COURTS, LOUNGE, BILLIARDS-TV & READING
ROOM - 10 Minutes to Downtown

$300.00 GUARAHTEEO FOR 11'WEEKS
PART-TIME WORK
.
ALSO SOME FU~l-TIME. OPENINGS
. '

FRIARS CLUB

7110 11u11111 1111.

NORTHERN KY.

MILW•• Will. &.'DOl

ROOMS
.... FOR MEN

I&WeatMcMIII8n

CALL TODAY 241·2944

Phone 3111-1432

Htillaveileble for Sot:ill/6. Dances snd Wedding Receplioflll.

WOODLAWN

1OSH S.rlaatlelll

u·. D.

P1~1

MONFORT HEIGHTS
Hart~

lenll • Cllllllt ·lin.

Xavier
Students
Save 2c per
Gallon at
Dana Ave.
Cornet
1711 Dana
Sllow your I D card
Always extraspecial serv1ce

~

BLUES. FESTIVAL

PART TIME WORK

B. B. K'NG
CANNED HEAT
ARGENT
TRACTOR

CINCINNATI OFFICE OF LARGE CPRP()RATION WILL HIRE SEVERAL .SIUDENTS EIGHTEEN & OVER TO WORK
PART TIME IN MARKETING & SALES
PROMOTION. AFTERNOONS, ··EVENINGS
AND WEEK-ENDS.
$75 PER WEEK SALARY OR INCENTIVE
FOR TWENTY HOUR WEEK.

SUNDAY, MARCH 8th. 8:00 in U.D. FIELDHOUSE
Tickets are $3, $4. $5. Send self addressed stamped
envelope with mail orders to

Call
Mr. Marks
621·-6330

- TICKET OFFICE
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON FIELDHOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
DAYTON, OHIO 46409
,
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